Seventh Comenius meeting, Kato Achaia (Greece 12-3-2015/17-3-2015)
FIRST WORKING SESSION (Friday):
In this session we first checked if everything that has been told and decided in the last meeting in
Belgium has be done. So we dealt with the following aspects:
1)

Agreement with the local authorities: all countries in the session (Germany, Poland, Iceland
and Greece) have already uploaded the agreement in E-Twinning but there is a problem there
and the files are missing. Greece found out the problem before the session and uploaded her
agreement again . All countries in the session decided that Spain has to be informed of it and
see what happens.

2) Photos on Google Drive : Belgium has already uploaded photos of sixth meeting in Belgium
on Google drive. Greece will upload photos of the seventh meeting in Greece on E-twinning
and also on Google drive; Greece has some technical problems about uploading on Google
drive but they will be soon solved.

3) Links in our high-schools websites : Greece has already sent to Spain their link of the Greek
school (since they couldn't provide it in the meeting in Belgium). Iceland will check if they
have sent it to Spain. Also during the session Greece demonstrated the Greek school website
which includes a special link about our Comenius project with photos and descriptions of all
meeting that Greece has participated to up to now.
4) Christmas cards: all countries have done this task in time and they have also uploaded a picture
with all cards received on E-Twinning.
5) E-book: all countries (except for Germany and Iceland) have already send the impressions
to Poland and also uploaded them on E-twinning ; Germany and Iceland will send them
after the meeting in Greece.
The team of Poland demonstrated a first version of the e-book creation ( it is 40 pg up to now
and it is estimated to turn out 100 pg at the end); Greece suggested to Poland to use more colors
in the E-book. We also discussed about using impressions to our final report and all countries
in the session agreed that it is a good idea.
6) Evaluation of Glossary : Poland and Greece have already done the task as it has been
decided in the sixth meeting in Belgium and uploaded on e-twinning. Germany, Belgium
and Iceland (and also Spain and Hungary that are not in the session) will do it up to the end
of April.

SECOND WORKING SESSION (Monday):
In this session we discussed about workshops that are planned to be held at school by professionals
from different institutions during January according to the Application form. Germany, Belgium
and Poland have already done this task and they described in the session. Iceland and Greece will
try to complete it up to the next meeting in Germany. All countries in the session decided that Spain
has to create “Workshops” in e-twinning (project activities area) so that they will be able to upload a
short report and photos of the workshops.

